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adopting daughters out (tongyangxi),
10–12

adultery
clan-designated penalties, 37
flogging penalty, 36, 69
warnings against, 36

All Men are Brothers (Shuihu zhuan) novel,
142, 168

arousal imagery in short stories, novels,
operas, 3

arranged marriage
Canton Delta women and, 140
Communist opposition to, 184
conflicts/tensions caused by, 39–40, 47,

162
faithful maiden commitment to, 123
female suicide and, 128
Marriage Law (1950) and, 76
of Miss Zhao, 121–122
in nineteenth-century China, 4,

10–12
pain/emotional costs of, 47
rejection of, in twentieth century drama,

163
vs. romantic love, in literature,

154
as shelter from traffic in women, 28
twentieth-century literary reactions to,

163–164
twentieth-century transitions from,

59–60
art and the nude body (20th century),

94–96
athletes and body development, 99

baojia system (registry of households),
35–36, 37, 188

“bare sticks.” See single men
bisexuality, 140, 200
body. See human body
body adornments. See fashions and body

adornments
Book of Changes (I Ching, Yijing), 29
Boxer Rebellion (1900), 20
Buddhism, 16

“blood bowl” ritual, 123–124
bodily discourses influenced by, 84, 89,

90
pollution/purification rituals, 36
self-mutilation practices, 124
Yongzheng Emperor influenced by, 55

Canton Delta women (same-sex
relationships), 140. See also “delayed
transfer marriage”

castrated men (eunuchs), 109–112
celibacy, 44, 87, 92, 123
Censored by Confucius (Zi bu yu) ghost story

collection, 159
chastity (female), 1

Confucian values, 19
eighteenth century legal cases, 72
equal standards for all women, 68
protection of, Qing period, 71
rewards, 69
virtue of, 69
widow fidelity, 14, 16, 53, 67, 75

Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
commitment to male equality, 60, 61,

192
one-child policy problems, 63
support for family system, 188
unconscious urban/class biases,

132

225
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Christianity/Christian missionaries
child abuse concerns, 179
moral support for marriage/compliant

wives, 182
small-family ideas, 179
stance against eunuchs, 110

Classic of Poetry (Shijing), 31, 40, 51, 178
Classic of the Plain Girl (Su nü jing) text, 39
clitoris, imagery in The Western Wing, 2
cloistered ladies

nineteenth-century ideal, 3
prominence during Qing dynasty, 57
vulnerability during disorder, 7, 54
vs. women entering market for sex, 46

colonialism
global effects of, on China, 189–190
Western views of/questions about China,

169–170, 178
concubines

aspirations in becoming, 56–57
Daoist/Buddhist thoughts about, 91
demands for, 5
female attraction to, 141
Ming/Qing law and practice, 70, 73
PRC laws, 74
relation of child born to, 143
sequestering of brides from, 58
status of, 6, 54, 73
suicide of daughter sold as, 128
treatment of, 74–75
twentieth-century ending of, 60–61
in wealthier families, 4, 53, 70, 90

Confucianism
betrothal agreement ritual sealing, 44
Buddhism vs., on physical body, 89–90
on human sagehood, 16
imperial transformations and, 15
Qing dynasty installation of, 186–187
rejection of, 66
remarriage stigma, 75
womanly virtues, 49

contemporary China. See People’s
Republic of China (PRC)

A Country Codger Puts His Words Out to Sun
(Yesou puyan) novel, 177

courtesans (mingji)
ban on, during Manchu period, 55–57
favoring during Ming period, 55, 58–59
Qing dynasty, 70
as respite, from male homosocial life, 45
sequestering of brides from, 58

status vs. brides/wives, 6
creative imagination and sexuality. See

sexuality in the creative imagination
cross-dressing, 16, 112–117, 119
Cultural Revolution, 100, 195

early militant phase (1966–1969), 49
Mao suit requirement, 120
post-era sexuality in literature revival,

165–166
sexual practice private, 102
sexual tension in fiction/drama, 51, 61

dagongmei (“working sisters”), female
migrant workers, 21

Daoism, 15, 16
belief about men’s health, 59
criticism of espoused sex-for-health

regimens, 90
gender discipline and, 34–35
guides for female sexual health, 89
Han dynasty belief system, 28–29
inner alchemy techniques, 39
male “returning the semen” practice, 87
sexuality and, 31
yangsheng beliefs, 34, 36, 39, 87–88

death. See infanticide of females; suicide by
females

“delayed transfer marriage,” 140, 181
disabled men, 100
divorce

divorce laws (1930s), 75
influence of marriage laws, 48, 67, 73
low rates (1920s/1930s), 75
Marriage Law (1950) and, 77
Marriage Law (1980) and, 77–78
New Family Law (1931) and, 163
Qing/PRC laws, 75
twentieth-century transitions, 73
women’s empowerment and, 130

A Doll’s House (Ibsen), 163, 188
drama/theater arts. See theater arts
Dream of the Red Chamber novel, 147, 162
dynastic cycle

analysis using sexuality, 53–54
female virtue at heart of, 52
local level manifestations, 52–53
rise and fall, 5
three phases of, 52

education. See also sex education/sex
manuals
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caution against, for women, 76–77
Daoist/Buddhist influences, 16
emergence of “tomboy-girl” culture in

schools, 153
imperial state emphasis on, 66, 68
male advocacy for women, 194
male elder control over, 37
“new woman” and, 59
1980s setback for girls, 133
nineteenth century rules, 7–10
pariah men banned from, 5
popularity of coeducation, 149
post-1949 girl’s programs, 94
Qing reforms for women, 191
rural education study (1971–1977), 133
tongxue bonds of males, 13
twentieth-century gains, 21

erotica (erotic literature)
female homosexuality in, 71
Gulik’s research on, xviii
nineteenth century, 95
seventeenth century themes, 91
verbal ranges in, 160

eunuchs (castrated males), 109–112, 113,
168, 172

Family (Jia) novel (Ba Jin), 163
family values

dynastic cycle and, 53
Marriage Law (1930) and, 67
New Family Law (1931), 163
Qing dynasty support for, 19,

68–69
rejection by New Culture Movement,

66
universalizing by Manchus, 19

fashion and body adornment. See also
footbinding

cross-dressing/girls who want to be boys,
112–117

eunuchs and other disfigured bodies,
109–112

gender sameness (Mao/post-Mao years),
119–120

Han vs. Manchu women’s fashion,
107–108

“ideal man” description, 108
male hairstyles, 17, 99, 106, 176
May Thirtieth Movement, 118
mutilation of female body, 113
same-sex clothing, 120

twentieth-century transformations,
117–119

female impersonators in the theater (hua
dan), 108, 116, 144–145. See also A
Precious Mirror for Judging Flowers
(Pinhua baojian) novel

footbinding
ban, by Manchus, 18, 20, 57, 176
ban, during Taiping Rebellion, 106
imitation of having feet bound, 106–107
late imperial meaning attributed to, 179
as a marker of the Other, 178–180
modern intolerance of, 117
opinion of elite males on, 83
PRC elimination of, 21, 48
scientfic/medical views of, 178–179
in Song/Yuan empires, 15–16

Forgotten History of the Buddhists (Chanzhen
yishi) novel, 158

fu (wife, or married woman), 47
fumu guan (father-mother officials), 36

gay bars, xix
gay cultures. See lesbian culture; same-sex

relationships/transgendered
performances

gender equality (nan nü ping deng),
119–120, 183–184

gender inversion themes (in literature),
158–159

government and sexuality. See also law and
sex

baojia system of control, 35–36, 37
enforcement of separation of sexes,

35–39
handbook for magistrates, 36–37
large-scale propaganda programs, 36
late imperial transformations, 15–19
nineteenth century, 14–15
non-coercive control of sexual

transgression, 35
practical/positive purposes, 34–35
twentieth-century transformations,

19–23
Great Leap Forward (1958–1961),

48, 61
guanggun. See single men (guanggun/“bare

sticks”)
guanxi (connections) male bonds, 13. See

also tongnian; tongxiang; tongxue; tongye
Guan Zi text, 39
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guige (women’s quarters), 10, 12
guixiu (cloistered ladies). See cloistered

ladies

Han Period, 15
belief in separation of the sexes, 28–29
texts of male health, gender difference

norms, 86–87
heteronormativity, xix, 60, 84, 90, 100,

182
homophobia, xix, 84
homosexuality. See same-sex

relationships/transgendered
performances

homosociality
all-male organizations/networks, 13–14
courtesan’s quarters as male respite

from, 45
defined, 12
literary outlets for, 143–144
“tent-friends” (male muyou networks),

142–143
theater/monastic outlets for, 144–147

households, liang/jian classification
(19th century), 5

housewives (jiating funü), 21
hua dan (female impersonators in theater),

108, 116, 144–145
huan jing (“returning the semen”) practice,

87
Hui’an marriage customs, 184
human body. See also infanticide of female;

suicides by females
able and disabled

(20th century), 100–102
adornment rules (imposed by

Manchus), 17
in art (20th century), 94–96
Buddhist teachings, 89–90
castrated men (eunuchs), 109–112
contemporary notions about, 84
Daoist belief about men’s health,

59
female body, mutilation of, 113
guides for female sexual health, 89
as “infinitive” (Qing dynasty medicine),

138
in late imperial medicine, 85–91
male health/gender difference norms, yin

and yang, 86–87

male yangsheng techniques, 87–88
Neo-Confucian beliefs, 89
sex and the medical body (20th

century), 91–94
sexual satisfaction/hygiene advice,

193
shifting gender/sexuality performances,

xx
in sport (20th century), 96–100
traditional Chinese medicine legacy,

93–94
Hu Tianbao (deity) worship, 139. See also

male same-sex relationships

infanticide of females, 50, 58, 131–134

jian (pariahs/“polluted” people), 5
jiating funü (“housewives”), 21

late imperial Chinese history. See Ming
dynasty; Qing dynasty

law and sex
early twentieth-century shift, 73–76
gang rape punishment, 70
guilt of raped woman, 70
late imperial thought, 67–73
male rape, criminalization of, 70, 73
Marriage Law (1930), 67
Marriage Law revision (1950), 67,

76–78
Marriage Law revision (1980), 67,

77–78
“natural rights” of women, 75–76
PRC concubinage laws, 74
spousal violence court cases, 72–73

lesbian culture (twentieth-century), 71,
138, 153

liang (“good” people), 5
lijia system (registry of households),

188
literature. See also erotica (erotic

literature); medical texts; sex manuals;
sexuality in the creative imagination;
theater arts; individual works
throughout the index

arousal imagery, 3
in celebration of men, 142
elite male relationship descriptions,

144
female suicide stories, 124, 127
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gender inversion themes, 158–159
girls who want to be boys stories, 113
hill songs, 156–157, 165
late Ming/mid-Qing shifts, 161–162
literary inquisitions (Qing dynasty), 161
Ming dynasty, sexualized plots, 16
negative female images of state-topplers

and shrews, 157–158
paradigmatic male heroes, 159–160
poem praising a woman’s suicide, 121
Qing dynasty, 118, 155–156, 161
Qing literary inquisitions, 161
reactions to arranged marriages

(20th century), 163–164
romantic love themes, 154–156
seventeenth century themes, 158
shape-shifter themes, 159
sympathetic treatment of homosexuality,

147
women dressing/working as men stories,

113–114, 115
women writers (1920s/1930s), 163–164
women writers (1970s/1980s), 167

liu po (six grannies), 12, 38

“male” (nan) and “female” (nü). See also
men, women

gender sameness (Mao/post-Mao years),
119–120

“manly Englishman” vs. “effeminate
Bengali babu,” 182–183

masculinity concept, 118–119, 190
medical text distinctions, 87
stable distinctions in fashion, 109
unstable meanings, xx, xxi

male rape, 70, 73
male same-sex relationships (nan feng or

nan se), 70, 71, 138
“cut sleeve,” 139–140
Emperor Ai (Han Dynasty) story,

139–140
Hu Tianbao (deity) worship, 139
late eighteenth century opinions about,

139
phallic penetration symbolism, 140
xianggong tangzi (houses of male

prositution), 145
Manchus, xviii

Banner system marriage requirements,
176

ban on female entertainment, 55–57
ban on female footbinding, 18, 20, 57,

176
bodily adornment rules, 17
civilizing mission of, 175–176
cultural identity, 176
description of invasion, 17
embrace of Han female virtues, 176
on eroticism/sensuality in fiction and

theater, 154–155
gendered policy configurations,

176–177
guilt of raped woman, 70
male virtues, 176
universalizing of family values, 19

Mao Zedong/Maoist period (1949–1976),
xx, 49

dedication to gender equality, 119–120,
183–184, 188

female suicide, 121–122, 128–129, 130
talks at Yan’an Forum on Literature and

Art, 165
marriage

ambivalence toward arranged, 92–93
“delayed transfer marriage,” 140, 181
emphasis on 57
exchange practice (Qing dynasty),

177
Hui’an marriage customs, 184, 185
later imperial marriage market, 57
Manchu Banner system marriage

requirements, 176
“marriage crunch” (shortage of brides),

5, 53, 58, 61, 65
Marriage Laws influence, 67
in 19th century China, 4–5
PRC expectations for women, 67
sexuality and, 4–5
spousal violence court cases, 72–73
staging of bridal procession, 57–58
universal marriage expansion steps, 68

Marriage Law (1930), 67
Marriage Law revision (1950), 67, 76–78,

131
Marriage Law revision (1980), 67, 77–78
martial arts

contemporary female participation, 100
Qing dynasty, subversive flavor, 96–97
Tang dynasty, female heroines,

115
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Mawangdui manuscripts, on the art of
“nurturing life,” 85–86, 89

May Fourth movement (1915–1919), xx,
47, 163, 164–165

May Thirtieth Movement, 118
medical texts. See also traditional Chinese

medicine
erotic drawings connected to men’s

health, 160
healthy sex teachings, 87–88
male (nan)-female (nü) differences, 87
prescriptions for ensuring birth of a boy,

63
sexual satisfaction/hygiene advice, 193
women’s medicine genre, 88–89

medicine. See traditional Chinese medicine
men. See also homosociality; male

same-sex relationships (nan feng or
nan se); single men

all-male organizations/networks,
13–14

cross-dressing, 112–117
disabled men, 100
eunuchs (castrated males), 109–112
female impersonators (hua dan), 108,

116, 144–145
hairstyles, Han Chinese, 106, 176
hairstyles, Tang dynasty, 17
“ideal man” description, 108
literary male heroes, 159–160
Manchu-imposed bodily adornment

rules, 17
masculinity, 118–119, 190
military service (19th century), 7
novels in celebration of, 142
occupation choices, 5–6, 45–46
pirate gangs, 13–14
responsibility to marry, 54
secret societies, 13
self-castration practice, 110
sexual intercourse, practice of, 87–88
sojourning of, 45–46
status hierarchies (19th century), 6
tongnian/guanxi bonds, 13
tongxiang networks, 13
tongxue bonds, 13
tongye networks, 13
traditional Chinese medicine and,

93–94
Mencius

advice for aspiring kings, 29–30

on arranged marriage vs. youthful
passion, 39–40

on “gratifying the appetite for sex,”
31–33

influence in Qing period writings, 67
“innate” vs. “acquired” traits, 86
on romantic love/sexual attraction, 31

Miao culture
ethnic identity nurturance/protection,

170
ethnic costumes/tourist visits, 184
Han Chinese views of sex customs, 173

Ming dynasty (1368–1644)
elite courtesans (mingji), 55, 58–59
fall of, xviii
literature/sexualized plots, 16
palace eunuchs, 109–112
sexualized novel/fiction plots, 16
theater arts, 16
theater interests, 16

mingji (elite courtesans), 55
Miss Sophia’s Diary (Ding Ling), 164–165
modern China. See People’s Republic of

China (PRC); Republican China
monasteries and same-sex relationships,

147
mutilation of the female body, 113
muyou networks (“tent-friends”), 142–143

nan nü ping deng (gender equality),
183–184

nanzihan (“real man”), 100
New Culture movement (1915–1919), xx,

66
nineteenth-century China. See also

sexuality and social life (nineteenth
century)

arranged marriages, 4, 10–12
concubines in wealthier families, 4
homosocial networks, 12
male heir preferences, 5
marriage expectations, 4
parenting and loyalty to government,

188
social order, 3

“nurturing life” (yangsheng), 85–86
nüzi (girl, meaning unmarried woman), 47

one-child family policy, 4, 63–65, 94, 131
Opium War (1842), 19, 28, 59
the Other. See sexuality and the Other
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passion and pleasure, 31–35
“faithful maiden” complex, 44
literary examples, 41–42
suicide by females, 42
tension in arranged marriages, 39–47
twentieth-century shifts, 47–49

penis
imagery in The Western Wing, 2
phallic penetration symbolism, 140
preservation of, after castration, 110

The Peony Pavilion (Mudan ting) opera, 2,
16, 42, 122, 156, 162

People’s Republic of China (PRC)
arts influenced by anti-rightist

campaigns, 154
commitment to family-based citizenship,

186–187
concerns with women’s place in the

family, 49
constrained fertility patterns, 92
contemporary art influences, 83, 95–96
elimination of footbinding, 21, 48
expectations of women, 67
female athletes, 99
founding of (1949), xix
gendered dimensions of policy making,

49
gendered strategies in minority areas,

170
labor laws for menstruating females, 94
Marriage Law revisions, 48, 67
notions about the human body, 84
prostitution/traffic in women, 64–65
“same-sex love” (tongxinglian), 152
same-sex relationships in, 152, 168
sex terminology transformations, 22
sexuality, politics, and the law,

76–79
phallic penetration symbolism, 140
pleasure. See passion and pleasure
“polluted” people (jian), 5
A Precious Mirror for Judging Flowers

(Pinhua baojian) novel, 145
prostitutes/prostitution

clan rule penalties for visiting, 37
Dalian prostitutes, 64–65
“foreign diseases” (syphilis) from, 59
husbands/fathers lured by, 35
post-Mao era return, 61
post-1949 rehabilitation programs for,

48

pre-eighteenth century, 5
sequestering of brides from, 58
Shanghai (nineteenth century), 59
Shanghai (twentieth century), 48
status vs. brides/wives, 6
trafficking in women and, 58, 64
xianggong tangzi (houses of male

prositution), 145

qi (energy or vital breath), 86
Qing dynasty (1644–1911), xx

baojia system (registry of households),
35–36, 37, 188

basis of discipline and control, xxi
beginning of women’s movement outside

the home, 187–188
blame of eunuchs for Ming collapse,

109
censoriousness of, 15
civilized conduct standards, 180–181
conjugal visits for incarcerated criminals,

68
divorce laws, 75
vs. eroticism/sensuality in fiction and

theater, 154–155
family values/systems support by, 19,

68–69
footbinding, ban on, 18, 20
footbinding, cultural meaning of, 179
girls who want to be boys stories, 113
groundwork for transition to

nation-building, 189
human body as “infinitive” in medicine,

138
influence of Mencius’s writings, 67
installation of Mencian Confucianism,

186–187
lijia system (registry of households),

188
literary/dramatic expressions of romantic

love, 155–156
literary inquisitions, 161
male rape substatute, 70
male same-sex relationships, 147
marriage exchange practice, 177
Opium War, 19
“platform suicide” by women, 124–125
poem praising a woman’s suicide, 121
prominence of cloistered ladies, 57
Republican law influence on, 75–76
rigorous proof for rape requirements, 69
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Qing dynasty (1644–1911) (cont.)
statecraft strategy development, 14
Western colonial cross-cultural

encounters, 170–175
Qing dynasty, dress and adornment,

105–117
qipao (one-piece long gown), 118
queue (male hair braid), 17, 99, 106

rape, 1, 54
baojia system and, 35
consequences for victim, 37
gang rape punishment, 70
guilt of woman (Manchu law), 70
legal punishment for, 35, 69
male rape (Qing dynasty), 70
Republican period, 60
rigorous proof requirements, 69

renting of wives/selling of daughters, 50,
58, 121

Republican China (1911–1949)
concubine laws, 74
divorce laws, 73, 75
establishment, xx
gradual reduction of bound feet, 21
legislation in support of women, 48,

67
“natural rights” of women, 75–76
promotion of small family ideal, 181
secret society problems, 14
traffic in women, 59–62
vulnerability of women, 60

“returning the semen” (huan jing) practice,
87

Romance of the Three Kingdoms (San guo
yan yi) historical novel, 142, 159

romantic love themes, in literature and
theater, 154–156

rulers (emperors)
promotion/support of families, 54
reliance on virtuous women, 52
seduction by women/boys, 51–52
social order maintained by, 50–51

same-sex clothing, 120
same-sex organizations, 14
same-sex relationships/transgendered

performances, 137–153. See also male
same-sex relationships (nan feng or
nan se)

anxieties and critiques (19th century),
147–148

cross-dressing, 16, 112–117, 119
“delayed transfer marriage,” 140, 181
gay bars, xix
gay cultures (twentieth-century),

150–153
“global gayness,” 138
homosociality and, 142–144
lesbian culture (twentieth-century), 71,

138, 153
social Darwinism and, 148
sympathetic treatment in the late Ming,

147
twentieth-century shifts, 148–150
between women, 71
of women, 140–142

san gu (three aunties), 12, 38
scholar elite males (19th century), 6
self-castration, 110
separation of the sexes (nan nü you bi), 21,

27–49
baojia system, 35–36
beginning of women’s movement outside

the home, 187–188
clan rules, 38
division of labor by gender, 29–30, 45
duty of wifehood, 27, 45
enforcement of, 35–36, 39
household level enforcement, 37
Ning Lao T’ai-t’ai/“coming out”

(of the house), 27
passion and pleasure, 31–35
for prevention of “licentious customs,”

72
Small Happiness film, 27, 30
travels of men, 45–46
twentieth-century shifts, 47–49

sex education
on conditions for intercourse, 92
fiction/opera as source, 193
importance of, for global citizenry, 199
Mawangdui manuscripts, 85–86, 89
post-Mao era, 101–102
from Yingying’s story (fiction), 42

sex manuals
advice manuals (1951–1976), 101,

192
erotic prints/drawings in, 160
“how to” guides, 91, 160–161
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male-female yin and yang energies, 87,
142

sex tourism in contemporary China,
184

sexual appetite (se)
early fascination with, 199
as essence of human creativity, 22
naturalness of, 86
observation of rules of propriety

(Mencius), 31–33
sexual harassment, 21
sexual intercourse

Buddhism on, 89
extramarital, imperial era proscriptions,

72
fertility data, 92
male-female yin and yang energies, 87
male techniques, 87–88
Marriage Law on inability to perform,

77–78
“returning the semen” practice, 87
wedding night vs. ongoing, 92

sexuality and social life (nineteenth
century)

sexuality and government, 14–15
sexuality and marriage, 4–5
sexuality and mobility, 12–14
sexuality and social identity, 5–7
sexuality and social space, 7–12

sexuality and the Other, 169–185
bound feet as a marker of, 178–180
gender confusion issue, 182–183
judging sexuality in cross-cultural

encounters, 170–175
Manchu civilzing mission, 175–176
Manchu gendered policy configurations,

176–177
Maoist dedication to gender equality,

119–120, 183–184
twentieth-century universalizing goals,

181–185
Western colonial views of/questions

about China, 169–170, 178
sexuality in the creative imagination,

154–168
female desire themes, 167
gender-inversion fiction, 158–159
literary/dramatic expressions of romantic

love, 155–156
negative female images, 157–158

post-Cultural Revolution revival,
165–166

seventeenth-century fiction/drama, 158
shape-shifter fiction, 159
twentieth-century shifts, 162–168
women writers (1920s/1930s), 163–164
women writers (1970s/1980s), 167

Shanghai Baby (Wei Hui), 169, 170
shape-shifter themes (in literature), 159
single men (guanggun/“bare sticks”)

baojia system and, 35–36
fear of, 5, 35, 46, 58, 147
gang memberships, 13, 53
and traffic in women, 50–65
vulnerability of women to, 54, 58

six grannies (liu po), 12, 38. See also three
aunties (san gu)

Small Happiness film (Hinton and
Gordon), 27, 30

social Darwinism
as basis of competitive athletics, 97,

100
and critiques of the joint family, 181
and new conceptions of same-sex

relationships, 148
social identity and sexuality, 18
social space and sexuality

arranged marriages/adopting out for
girls, 10–12

male-female education, 7–10
multi-generational housing rules, 7

Song empire (960–1279)
development of women’s medicine, 87
footbinding practice/widow fidelity,

15–16
sports and the human body, 96–100

body development by athletes, 99
dressing for competition, 99
female martial arts participation, 100
Qing dynasty, martial arts, 96–97

spousal violence court cases, 72–73
“Story of the Three Wang Girls”

(female suicide), 125
suicide by females

during attacks, 7, 42, 53, 72
controversial aspects of, 127
as emblems of loyalism, 53
female cluster types, 129–130
literature/stories, 124, 125
patterns (explanation of), 123–124
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suicide by females (cont.)
“platform suicide,” 124–125
story of Miss Zhao, 121–122, 128–129
twentieth-century views, 128–130
when flirted with, 72

The Sun Shines over the San’gang River
(Ding Ling), 165

Sun Yatsen, 14
syphilis (yangmei chuang or meidu), 59

Taiping Rebellion
ban of footbinding, 106
male queue as symbol of honor, 106
woodblock print, 7

“Tale of Yingying” (Yuan Zhen), 1–3
Tales of Boy and Girl Heroes (Ernü yingxiong

zhuan) novel, 115
Tang dynasty

female martial arts heroines, 115
male hairstyle, 17
seduction of rulers, 51, 52

“tent-friends” (muyou networks),
142–143

theater arts. See also literature; sexuality in
the creative imagination

hill songs, 156–157, 165
influence of Western critique, 149–150
late Ming dynasty, 16
negative female images of state-topplers

and shrews, 157–158
paradigmatic male heroes, 159–160
The Peony Pavilion opera, 2, 16, 42, 122,

156, 162
romantic love themes, 154–156
seventeenth-century themes, 158
The Western Wing (Xi xiang ji) (drama),

2–3, 122, 146, 162
three aunties (san gu), 12, 38. See also six

grannies
“tomboy-girl” (TB/G) culture, 153
tongnian (“same year” for examinations)

male bonds, 13
tongxiang (same native place) male

networks, 6
tongxue bonds of males (fellow students),

13
tongyangxi (“little daughter-in-law”),

10–12
tongye (same occupation) male networks

(artisans and merchants), 6

traditional Chinese medicine
complex bodily images, 83
global acceptance/growth of, 84
male beauty/sexual vitality and,

109
sex/gender representation, 138
teaching on menstrual blood, 93–94

trafficking in women, 50–65. See also
courtesans (mingji);
prostitutes/prostitution

arranged marriage shelter from, 28
one-child policy and, 63–65
renting of wives/selling daughters, 50,

58, 121
twentieth-century market shifts, 58–59
twentieth-century revolutions and,

59–62
transgendered practice, 83
twentieth-century transformations, 19–23.

See also Great Leap Forward; Mao
Zedong/Maoist period; May Fourth
movement; People’s Republic of
China (PRC); Republican China

able and disabled human bodies,
100–102

ban on footbinding, 20
Christian missonaries, 181–182
Cultural Revolution, early militant

phase, 49
fashion and body adornments, 117–119
gay cultures, 150–153
Great Leap Forward (1958–1961), 48
household registration (hukou) system,

188
human body in art, 94–96
human body in sport, 96–100
Maoist dedication to gender equality,

119–120, 183–184
Maoist period (1949–1976), xx, 49
new civil code promulgation

(1929–1930), 73
occupational shifts for women, 48
reframing of divorce laws, 73
of same-sex relationships, 148–150
sex and the medical body, 91–94
sex terminology evolution, 22
sex tourism, 184
in sexuality in the creative imagination,

162–168
shifts in separation of the sexes, 47–49
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suicide by females, 128–130
universalizing goals, 181–185
women’s education/gainful employment

gains, 21
women writers (1920s/1930s), 163–164

vulva, imagery in The Western Wing, 2

Western colonial interactions with China
dismay at oppression of women, 178
judging sexuality in cross-cultural

encounters, 170–175
views of/questions about China,

169–170
The Western Wing (Xi xiang ji) (13th

century drama), 2–3, 122, 146
widow fidelity (by women), 53, 75. See also

chastity
Buddhist ideas about, 90
imperial government honoring of, 67
physical mutilation/self-mutilation, 111
Qing dynasty, 16
Song/Yuan empires, 16
vow of chastity until death, 14

“A Winter’s Fairy Tale” (Yu Luojin), short
story, 167

wives
duties of, 27, 45
duty to have a son, 4
housewives (jiating funü), 21
renting, selling, pawning of, 50, 58,

121
status of courtesans vs., 6

women. See also chastity standards for
women; cloistered ladies; concubines;
courtesans (mingji); footbinding of
women; trafficking women

adopting daughters out, 10–12
“blood bowl” Buddhist ritual, 123–124
“faithful maidens,” 44, 122–123, 125
girls who want to be boys, 112–117
homosexuality, 71
imitation of having feet bound, 106–107

infanticide, 50, 58, 131–134
lesbian culture (twentieth-century), 71,

138, 153
physical mutilation/self-mutilation, 111
“platform suicide” (Qing dynasty),

124–125
purity ideal/“Tale of Yingying,” 1–3
same-sex relationships, 140–142
status hierarchies (nineteenth century),

6–7
suicide during attacks (nineteenth

century), 7
twentieth-century transformations, 21,

48, 187–188
women’s quarters (guige), 10
writers (1920s/1930s), 163–164
writers (1970s/1980s), 167

Women’s Classic (Nü’er jing) text, 49
Women’s Federation (fulian), 66, 78, 132
women’s quarters (guige), 10, 12
Women’s Rights Law (Funü quanli

baozhang fa), 78
women warriors, 114

xianggong tangzi (houses of male
prositution), 145

yangsheng (nurturing and prolonging life)
beliefs, 34, 36, 39, 87–88

yin and yang, xxi
description, 28–29
and male health/gender difference

norms, 86–87
political philosophy application, 29–30

yin imagery
female associations, 87
in The Western Wing, 2

Yongzheng Emperor (1723–1735), 68
Yuan empire (1279–1368)

footbinding practice/widow fidelity,
15–16

Zhou period, 15
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